
Norway Cup 2019 at Direktesport

Or: How we sold 3,000 
subscriptions in a week by covering 
youth football
(Just stream 830 fotball matches in six days)

(You don’t need an OB bus, just innovaton, guts and elbow grease)

INMA Digital Awards 2020



Norway Cup is the world’s largest youth football tournament, held on the huge Ekeberg field on the outskirts of Oslo 
every summer. Some 2,000 teams from all over the world meet to compete and make new friends.  Most of them are 
Norwegian, with many from the towns Amedia’s newspapers cover every day. Our future subscribers.
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Some background: All matches were published on Direktesport. In 2019 we live streamed a 
total of 5,000 matches and sports events, up from 3,000 in 2018.  Content on the vertical is 
exclusive to newspaper subscribers. The vertical had a complete redesign in 2019 making it 
easier for subscribers to find the team they love among the thousands of matches on offer. 

Direktesport is Amedia’s live sports vertical
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Back to Norway Cup: Several news media cover the tournament.  But where a traditional 
broadcaster needs an OB bus to transmit 60 matches from one pitch... 
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…Amedia broadcasts 830 matches from a makeshift control room in an old shipping container 
with two man crews on each of the 15 pitches. 
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The Video Desk
MCR functions and communicaton with the teams on 
the pitches. They also did publishing and editoral 
work on the vertical. Shift leader Andreas to the left. 

The Goal Show
Live production of a continuous broadcast with selected matches and all 
the goals on 15 pitches, running for 13 hours each day. They also 
delivered  video clips to social media and our local newsrooms.

Veronica waiting to start her 
stint as shift leader
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MCR, Videodesk and Goal Show Project management, tech support,  spare 
parts, and water bottles for the crew

The HQ
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Our base at Norway Cup
Camera tower covering two pitches

Two persons pr pitch: One photog & one 

commentator operating the production 

software simultaneously 

Overnight 
storage for 
cameras & kit

Our container HQ

Break area with sun & rain cover

Emergency bike 
for those technical crises
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› 68-strong crew in action, with people from our 
video desk, several of our newspapers, and some 
freelancers. 

› 74 papers highlight their home team’s matches to 
their local audiences, the parents, grandparents 
and neighbours.
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The Norway Cup project: Where all of Amedia pulls together

› Project manager Christian Haksø, in 
charge of planning and execution

● 830 matches streamed live
● All with commentary, replays, graphics and 

higlight packages published afterwards.
● 13 hours of transmissions from 15 pitches every 

day for six weeks. 
● Contribution via 4G bonding encoders
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It’s made possible because of 
the way Amedia is structured

74 newspapers contribute 
people to the production crew 
at Norway Cup

74 newspapers distribute the 
feeds and 
highlight their local stories and 
teams

A small central team 
coordinates
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Core tech set up on each pitch
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Camera

Commentator’s 
headset

MacBookPro
w/ production 

software

4G bonding 
encoder

The 
game

The 
Cloud

The photographer is responsible for filming and encoder
The commentator is responsible for the production of replays and 
graphics, and for uploading an edited highlights package after each game. 
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Creativity and low key solutions 
to big problems

The first two days of production we had 
temperatures over 30•c. 

The Macbooks running the production software 
overheated, and were cooled down in an 
untraditional but efficient manner to keep the 
production going. 

The next couple of days it poured and tarpaulins 
were essential.
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Simultaneously...

From the shipping container sitting on that grassy 
field, we also supervised and published
● A few hundred matches from the national 

beach volleyball junior championships
● Two Europa League Qualifiers 
● And a handful or two of regular football 

league matches 
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The site: We made a separate section on 
the vertical for the cup. You can browse 
or search for your team. 
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And when you find it you can star it, so it 
appears on the front page of your 
Direktesport
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› Be able to present a huge number of matches in a user friendly and findable way for new and old 
subscribers alike, with all our local desks highlighting their local streams and teams. 

› Add new UX features to the Direktesport site making the content findable for subscribers

› Manpower from a large number of our newsrooms - fostering corportate culture and team spirit 
across traditional dividing lines between local newsrooms

› Borrow equipment from our many newsrooms. Since we have standardized cameras, production 
software and bonding encoders, we could commandeer enough gear from within the company. 

› Utilized the highly efficient production model we have developed: two person production teams - 
camera, mac and 4g bonding encoder

› Develop a more efficient and automated workflow to keep track of all the matches and streams

Planning: To be able to produce more than 800 matches in six days, we realized we had to:
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Under the hood: How the developers made it all possible to manage and publish
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› The Direktesport stack depends on a raft of API integrations to automate much of the work. Thanks 
to the effort of our outstanding development team it is possible to manage the high volume of 
games and events that we publish and produce.

› A custom app regularly checks the various sports APIs for any changes in scheduling and 
automatically updates the published streaming schedule

› Our developers set up an new integration with the cup’s scheduling system. This enabled us to 
automatically publish and update any changes in scheduling on our 15 pitches and keep track of 
which team was important to which Amedia newspaper. 

› Since Norway Cup is live competition, after the initial two days we did not know beforehand which 
teams would play what games and which of our newspapers the games would be relevant for. 
Automation was key to the success of the product.

› It worked beautifully
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The bottom line? 
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* Our subscription model is simple. Either you are in or out. 
Direktesport is only accessible as part of your overall 
newspaper subscription. There is no separate sports 
subscription. You get it as part of the local news coverage.

Norway Cupis played  from Sunday July 28 to Saturday 
August 3. The week slightly deviates from a standard 
Norwegian calendar week.

Best week of sales on the Direktesport vertical so far
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› 2,864 new newspaper subscriptions 
sold during the week * 

› Between 45,000 and 60,000 subscribers 
watched Direktesport content every 
day. 

Other big sellers on Direktesport during the same week 
› Europa cup qualifiers  

FK Haugesund - Sturm Graz
Europa cup FK Cukaricki - Molde     

› National Junior Championships Beach volleyball  
› Norwegian Premier League Friendly Tromsø v Bodø/Glimt

week number
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All time high audience for Direktesport August 1st

Thursday Aug 1st was an all time high 
for Direktsport both in number of 
subscribers visiting the site and in 
number of hours watched. 

› 59 362 subscribers (10 % of our 
total subscription base) watched 
over 1.46 million minutes of 
Direktesport this day

› That equals 2.78 years of watching 
in a 24 hour period.
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This specific Thursday we aired Norway Cup, FK Haugesunds European 
Qualifier and several Beach Volleyball matches from the national 
championships. 
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The upside: Both audience and employees love it
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Commentator Even Barka on our “Amedia Norway Cup 
2019”-facebook group after a long day on the job
(We used Facebook for  for messages, information and ad hoc organizing 
purposes before and during the tournament)

“Hi all! On the bus home I met the players from the 
last match I commented. When I told them I had 
commented their game, and showed them the 
highlights package, they went crazy and thanked 
me for the job I had done. They were going straight 
home to buy subscriptions 🤩

The job might be demanding, and hard in the wind 
and rain.  But it is so fantastic to hear that the 
players love seeing themselves in the recording 
afterwards 💪🏻⚽. Remember that, during those 
hard hours in the rain og burning sun. You are great 
– all of you! We’re on a roll! 🙌🏻🥇”    
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To explore Direktesport’s Norway Cup site please visit the Direktesport at 
http://bit.ly/direktesport-nc

with the login credentials provided

http://bit.ly/direktesport-nc


Amedia AS

Akersgata 34

Postboks 1168 Sentrum, NO-0107 Oslo

Telefon +47 22 00 90 00

www.amedia.no


